Indigenous interests in energy and natural resources include a discussion on the wide range of social and economic statistics. This article takes a step back to ask some leading questions about where there may be nexus points, or gaps, for community leaders, policy makers, and business advisors who work in the field to consider.

By Tracey A. LeBeau
ven a cursory review of indigenous interests in energy and natural resources, and current production statistics, is dramatic and thought-provoking. Additional factors which could lend more dramatic effect, to any indigenous energy discussion, include such factors as: the demographic and infrastructure trends in indigenous communities, the impressive potential of clean energy development, the reality of a dramatically growing young indigenous population, and the rates of poverty in indigenous territories and communities (the hopeful insinuation being that, in general, there is ample room for potential growth).

The purpose of the following discussion is to provoke those thoughts and provide some practical perspectives that seek to further inform the discussion. The disclaimer here being that the typical in-depth analysis of the current state of indigenous natural resources legal challenges, and court decisions, is being left to that impressive cadre of international legal scholars whom admirably do so. The discussion here that follows takes a step back to ask some leading questions about where there may be nexus points, or gaps, for community leaders, policy makers and business advisors whom work in the field to consider.

To provide some high-level context on the magnitude of the topic at hand, indigenous energy more specifically, the following are a smattering of facts and estimates regarding a few of the most prolific energy-producing countries where indigenous peoples are implicated in some manner or are seeking to develop energy themselves:

- In Canada, it has been estimated that over the next decade, more than 600 major resource projects are planned, representing more than $650 billion in investments. Every oil and gas project proposed in western Canada implicates at least one First Nations community.1
- Also, in Canada, author Chris Henderson in his 2013 book *Aboriginal Power*, summarizes that as of January 2010, aboriginal communities owned a portion of 15 operating hydroelectric, wind, and biomass facilities. By the end of 2012, an additional 24 aboriginal clean-energy projects had committed power purchase agreements, with dozens more moving through various stages of feasibility.
- In 2013, the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Indian Energy released updated data that estimates that although Indian lands comprise approximately 2 percent of the lands in the United States, they contain an estimated 5 percent of all renewable energy resources, with utility scale rural solar comprising more than 5.1 percent of the total U.S. energy generation potential.2
- In the western United States, the advent of shale oil and gas development has made it difficult to keep up with current oil and gas production on Indian lands across the country, as it is so fast moving, but it is fair to say that it is substantial and growing. On the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation alone, there is an estimated 640 wellheads, which could peak at 3,000, and an estimated 150,000 barrels produced on the reservation per day.3
- In Australia, it is estimated that more than 20 percent of the country’s land mass is held under a variety of statutory titles by aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.4 The most dramatic escalation of mining in Australia’s history is currently underway in the west and in areas where approximately 60 percent of these mineral operations neighbor aboriginal communities.5

The following observations about the trends, and potential, are observations from a very high altitude, which can only really
serve as a snapshot. But occasionally, snapshots are useful tools to get a sense of movement, focus, urgency, breadth, depth, and even of what may be lurking around a corner. And the conjecturing about what those corners are is timely. Given the increasing maturation (and even occasional judicial nods) to provisions embedded in a variety of international instruments, some of those corners may include opportunities and challenges in the energy sector that are a bit more commercially substantive than consultation. Although consultation has rightly been a focus, for a variety of good and important reasons, budding discussions are moving into practice. These emerging practices are maturing in some good and important ways that warrant what may be a next logical step in the evolution.

This article will explore a few emerging practices in the energy sector by also placing them into a market context. Some best practices are developing, and we will recognize some recent good work in the area, providing practical tools for business and indigenous communities. Lastly, while this is certainly by no means an exhaustive review of the topic or subject area, we shall also take the opportunity to posit a few matters for contemplation, by looking here at North America to ponder whether emerging best practices in the international realm might perhaps serve as a starting point on a concomitant guiding path to new ways to frame indigenous communities’ interest in energy security in their own communities.

Demographics and Resources: Indigenous Communities, Lands, and Energy Production and Potential

In aggregate, the numbers of indigenous people living around the world is quite impressive in terms of populations to serve and plan for in addition to populations that have inhabited their territories for centuries. The UN estimates there are more than 370 million indigenous people in more than 90 countries. Claudia Sobrevila of the World Bank has estimated that indigenous people occupy nearly 20 percent of the world’s land surface and are stewards of 80 percent of the planet’s biodiversity. These are powerful statistics, regardless of how countries and states throughout the world recognize or categorize the rights of indigenous governments and people in relation to land tenure, ownership, and related mineral and natural resource rights.

It would be too difficult to summarize here, in metric tons or megawatts, the aggregate potential or current production across indigenous territories worldwide. One need only look at land and territories footprint of indigenous nations and the specter of growing economies in many of those countries. It represents an impressive current status quo and potential opportunity, particularly in those countries that have active energy development and some semblance of recognition of tribal sovereignty and/or indigenous rights (e.g., Canada, United States, New Zealand, Ecuador, and others). Then think about the rest of the world where indigenous people live.

In terms of indigenous energy and natural resources, the historical irony has been that in significant cases where indigenous communities have been relocated to areas much smaller than their original homelands, these new territories are some of the windiest, most sunny, and most prolific in conventional energy resources, or at least geographically situated nearby. It has usually been the case that much of the energy resource and energy infrastructure activity has affected indigenous communities in one of two ways: 1) the seeking of energy resources on or in tribal lands for development or, 2) heretofore more often than not, the seeking of energy resource development through or within ancestral or aboriginal territories. The latter anecdotally accounts for much of the energy extraction and infrastructure development activity that thus far seems to be putting the theoretical into practice. As indigenous communities and governments—and the nontribal energy sector—take international indigenous rights concepts “out for a spin,” there is an opportunity to reflect on whether any emerging best practices can help elucidate a path for community development. Or to put it another way, can the emerging practices of respecting international indigenous rights be leveraged to benefit tribal communities’ post-consultation?

UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples Natural Resource Sections and Common Law Considerations for Consultation and Accommodation

Reflecting the complexity and interdependency of factors in indigenous communities, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples contains numerous direct and indirect provisions related to natural resource matters. However, it specifically highlights those roles and responsibilities related to natural resources. Articles 26–28 set out broad rights related to lands and resources and provide a process of redress for lands taken without consent. Specifically, Article 26 sets forth that indigenous people have the right to own, use, develop, and control the lands, territories, and resources they have traditionally owned, occupied, used, or acquired or possess by any reason of traditional ownership. It also requires states to affirmatively recognize and protect these lands, territories, and resources consistent with indigenous people’s use of, and relationship with, the lands and resources.

These outlined rights and responsibilities, along with other articles that recognize and support indigenous people’s interest and rights to participate in decision-making have all provided a useful framework for both indigenous communities and those sector players who seek to do business with them. While some in the energy sector and among the recognized states do still cling to the least restrictive and lowest-common-denominator consultation policies in those states, there is a growing number of exceptions. The energy sector and government agencies alike are increasingly looking to these international norms and for international best practices as a starting place to base consultation policies and/or interact positively with indigenous communities as they contemplate development agreements involving either indigenous resources or passing through indigenous or aboriginal territories (set aside or ancestral). For example, one can look north to Canada and follow recent accounts of how these strategies are working themselves out, or not working out so well in some cases.

In some cases, domestic courts in countries such as Belize and New Zealand have begun to refer to the declaration. While many countries do not yet refer to it in their judicial decisions, the point here is that indigenous governments and people, and the energy sector, are using the declaration as a touchstone in practice for a variety of reasons. While the legal and policy development related to it continue to be fine-tuned, and next-stage issues involving legal redress and the like continue to advance, it would be interesting to track whether or how practice affects policy and vice versa. One wonders about the effect of social license on legal license in this evolving area. Or put another way, whether consultation and other commercial or development agreements that emanate from that process are helping to inform the specific decisions and policies framing matters beyond consultation.
Further Defining of Consultation and Emerging Accommodation Norms in Practice

To support a theme of this discussion by looking at practical application, it can be helpful to review indicative instances of when consultation could begin to inform and perhaps initiate further extension of the rights of First Nations. In First Nations territories across Canada, the requirement and practice of consultation, and then in some of those cases, further accommodation, are playing out on a daily basis.

This year marks the 30th anniversary of a case, which ultimately ended up in the Canadian Supreme Court, that served as an important turning point for First Nations land and resource rights and procedural requirements for consultation. Delgamuukw v. British Columbia confirmed that aboriginal title in British Columbia existed and went beyond hunting, gathering, and fishing rights and clarified that when dealing with federal (Crown) lands, the government must consult with, and may have to compensate, affected First Nations whom at the time did not have defined treaty rights. It was a turning point in treaty negotiations with numerous First Nations and also the beginning of the acceptance that First Nations had recognized rights beyond the lands they inhabited. In practice, that decision and subsequent ones paved the way for the increased level of consultation with First Nations whose rights are likely to be affected by activities on Crown lands, including their traditional aboriginal territories.

Although that decision and later decisions further established the Crown’s duties of consultation, the practical application was that the Crown and First Nations began to explore in terms of the when, how, and to what extent. Likewise, those who seek license or permits on Crown lands began to explore the legal and practical contours of consultation requirements, which continues to be an ongoing subject of clarification in the courts and in policy-making realms.

The interesting takeaway is not the consultation requirement itself, but how it has spawned the need for further definition of matters and questions such as, Where does consultation end and accommodation (benefits sharing and the like) legally begin? When does consultation end and accommodation begin so as to lead to more effective practical outcomes? How much benefits sharing is standard or enough? When is accommodation more appropriately inclusive of monitoring, and when is it more appropriately inclusive of revenue sharing? How much authority can the Crown delegate in its consultation duties to third parties, either private or other governmental entities?

Canada is an interesting example, not only because it is a country whose legal and business requirements seem to be educating one another, but also because other indigenous communities with evolving consultation and accommodation policies look to our northern neighbor as a guide. Canadian First Nations and aboriginal organizations, for example, often host indigenous delegations from South America to discuss best practices in oil and gas agreements and of indigenous businesses in operations, to manufacturers pledging sustainable practices in keeping with negotiated indigenous preferences, to gas pipeline companies seeking innovative benefits-sharing agreements that provide cleaner fuels for use in village communities to lower greenhouse gas emissions and heating costs for residents.

From the documented best practices, one could potentially draw the conclusion that in addition to any legal or policy pressures on business to follow and promote human rights, it is good business to do good in business. Social license is not just trendy.

Moving Past Consultation and Accommodation: Public–Private Partnerships and Sustainable Infrastructure Development in a Modern Era

In December 2013, the UN Global Compact published a business reference guide on the declaration. A very thorough and updated compendium of policy and legal touchstones, including international finance and labor convention provisions, the guide also offers some best practices by sector. It is helpful to understand how businesses are putting the aspirational policy and legal realm into practice. Such practices range from mining companies promoting the use of energy infrastructure negotiations. It is also interesting to watch (the Idle No More Movement being a good example) how First Nations community members are challenging the concept of consultation on a community level, not a government-to-government level.
U.S. tribal and public power entities that share a commitment to a particular region or territory.

Another prism with which to view how consultation may have opened the window of opportunity and informed further social and economic accommodation could be the trend of globalization. Specifically, whether globalization—economic and technological—has affected the way in which we are beginning to accept as a frame for interjurisdictional relations and made easier to accept that what benefits an indigenous community could benefit the larger region or nation. The economic interconnectedness of the economy is growing. Thus, the economic impact of activities, particularly those of the large extractive energy sector, can reach far beyond the confines of an Indian reservation or an indigenous community. The fact that macroenergy markets are global, or at least regional in many cases, can be reflected in core aspects of development (e.g., pipelines, transmission lines, transportation infrastructure) and likewise involve complex, interjurisdictional considerations. So it is less surprising that accommodation and benefits sharing is becoming a practical solution in some cases and helping to further support the declaration’s consultation and economic support provisions.

The other question posited here is how and whether these accommodation and benefits-sharing activities, and the maturation of them, can be leveraged to help indigenous communities sustainably develop their own energy infrastructure and support their own energy security concerns. That may well be the next level of maturation in this policy and practice area. Was it an intended consequence for the declaration to provide a framework for natural resource consultation and accommodation, which could in turn be used to provide an alternative framework for tribal or indigenous community development? The tools indigenous communities are learning, through the crafting of complex partnerships resulting from consultation and accommodation activities, can be put to use as they seek to drive investment and leverage resources for their own infrastructure development.

A cogent argument can be made that indigenous communities and governments certainly do not require an international policy to address nature development issues on their lands and within their territories, it is an ideal time to document and support any expanding, practical extension of consultation into indigenous-led partnerships and community-focused energy development efforts. While the 20th century largely witnessed energy resource development on indigenous lands and within indigenous territories as an export proposition, the hope is that the 21st century will bear witness to sustainable energy development wherein indigenous communities not only profit in revenue generation, but also infrastructure growth to sustain their own vibrant populations.
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